
Mana 2061 

Chapter 2061 Quadrillion! Ll 

And as Noah looked at beautiful prompts with his Main Body in the Infinite Dimensional Reality, his 

clone that was moving with Katelyn and approaching an empire of a domain of the Mirror Dimension 

felt tremors in this Dimension as the same sequence of events to label him the Dimensional Inimicus 

played out! 

It was something that would put the Rulers of this Dimension on even higher alert, with Noah's gaze 

remaining impassive while moving beside Katelyn's exquisite figure. 

"The Mirror Dimension strives for truth and power. How exactly will we be presenting ourselves to 

them?" 

Beside him, Katelyn spoke out serenely as her body let off a Royal Dimensional glow, her Bloodline being 

released freely as Noah also didn't shy away from releasing his! 

His eyes reflected a silvery glow as his will came down upon this clone- designating the Fourth 

Dimensional Chassis as a dazzling silvery Emperor's robe began to drape over him while releasing glows 

of authority. 

"We will present strength, and maybe just dribbled of truth…" 

WAA! 

His pathway in the Mirror Dimension was being forged just as he fully built this Dimensional Layer, with 

his other Clones continuing on their own paths as in the Apollyon Dimension, Noah's Clone that had 

taken the identity of a Daemon was currently floating over the massive destroyed ruins of the Empire of 

the Mad Orc Daemon Commander, this existence that was barely reaching the cusp of Grotto Haven 

being an ordeal that didn't even need to be mentioned as he even allowed Hecate to take care of him! 

This Succubus Queen had already reached the Grotto Haven Realm through her's and Noah's efforts in 

Dual Cultivation as within Lilith's own home, Noah planned to silently continue conquering more and 

more lands and test the waters on just how far he could extend his influence before this clone felt the 

Point of Death and Rebirth nearing. 

These were just some of the paths Noah took in the same period of time as he was living through 

multiple points of the <Hero's Journey> simultaneously! 

Back in the Infinite Dimensional Reality, his Main Body pressed its will on Hyperion who opened his eyes 

with a difficult expression, arcs of Absolute Fundamental Authority flashing within them as he saw 

Noah's visage first. 

His expression was maddened and even contained a hint of fear as he could only release a single 

sentence before he passed out! 

<It will destroy all branching Realities…every single one!> 

WAA! 
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The imposed will of the Desolate Mausoleum had grand plans itself as it wasn't waiting for a True 

Emperor to rise, taking matters into its own hands as Primordial Beasts were bound to cause massive 

waves. 

Noah's will straightened the figure of Hyperion as the domain of Absolute Fundamental Authority 

around them faded away, Little Henry and others coming forward as Noah spoke lightly. 

"He'll be okay. But have your Clones retreat from the battlefield for now, we shall regroup until the front 

lines are redefined…" 

His people had their Clones moving in the Boundary Between Realities and seeking their own Providence 

in this Age of Quintessence, and he would have them sit out this initial chaos and unknown from the 

side of Primordial Beast as they could set off again once things became clear! 

As he said this, Noah thought about what would continue to happen to the Desolate Mausoleum the 

more Dimensions he devoured and assimilated. 

He had not even gotten the new quantified boosts for Manadynamics and other Natural Laws that were 

strengthened with the disappearance of the Dream Dimension as an Anchor, but how much would the 

power of Natural Laws be raised when he devoured a Second and Third Dimension? 

Just how unshackled would the Desolate Mausoleum become as there was a question on whether 

Primordial Beasts were going to become one of the strongest forces in the future as more and more 

Anchors lost their functions! 

It was a terrifying forethought…but it was a worry for later. 

As his main body was surrounded by his people, his Will finished reading the last set of prompts from 

the boons of the Fourth Dimensional Layer, as well as the feature that would be an answer to the 

Abominations! 

<Your Affinity to the Natural Laws of Reality has risen greatly!> 

<Your Affinity to the Decretum of all Dimensions has risen greatly!> 

<Your Maximum Number of Ascendancy Stanchions is now 700.> 

<Your Maximum Number of Infinite Reality Passages is now 1,352.> 

<The Quintessential Natural Born Infinite Mana Physique is Devouring the Mirror Essence and Refining 

its authority.> 

<Your Dimensional Body and Soul continue to experience a profound strengthening and elevation.> 

His Aspects of Existence pulsed powerfully as a number of Reality Passages began to proliferate on top 

of newer Ascendancy Stanchions. 

And to top it all off, there was the wonder that left itself for last. 

There was the feature of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality that is the past used to be termed as 

Atlatl of Reality! 



Now, a different term rose before Noah's eyes that sought this particular feature and its details. 

<Dimensional Reality Xyston>:: A weaponized form of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality in the 

shape of a Spear. It holds the weight of the accumulated Realities and Dimensions within the 

Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality as it has transcended any augmentations from outside sources, with 

a single swing from it being able to currently release an output of 1 Quadrillion Quintessential Damage 

Values. Wielding it for the Quintessential Kainos Emperor is akin to an extension of his will as no 

resource requirement is required, with the capability to unleash the weight of Realities and a genuine 

Dimension unto others being so significant that its damage output had to be termed Quintessential. 

Every single strike releases the accumulated authorities within the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality 

as it is a worthy weapon for its master. Its Quintessential Damage Values will continue to elevate along 

with the addition of more Realities and Dimensions as at end of it all, no being in the Desolate 

Mausoleum and Dimensions would be capable of withstanding this weapon in its strongest form, with 

its future damage values only increasing exponentially… 

<...> 

Yes. 

A weapon for the Ages! 

Literally! 

It was actually a weapon that would be unrivaled across the Ages as its current power and potential 

were already too vast.  

The Dimensional Reality Xyston had appeared as its first usage would be on none other than the 

NULLITY Beasts Noah had contained in the Magistracy of the Apocalyptic Blitzkriegs! 

Chapter 2062 Lay Waste To NULLITY Beasts! L 

There were a few significant Dimensional Rulers that appeared in the past location of the Dream 

Dimension as some were involved in the talks, others listened silently, while some like those from the 

Mirror Dimension had aided the Dimensional Ruler from the Quantum Dimension to stabilize the illusory 

screen that had reversed the spacetime continuum! 

Then…there was the Dimensional Ruler from the Elysium Dimension. 

She had been silent this whole time as surprisingly, barely any beings had even spared a glance towards 

her- and this included Noah! 

This wasn't by chance or simply because she wasn't powerful…but because this was an inherent ability 

she possessed that shockingly worked even against Dimensional Rulers. 

She…was fairly average in her beauty while being a Nature Integration Realm expert as she didn't even 

near existences exaggerated in beauty like Guinevere and Lilith's, her form humanoid while draped with 

countless golden rings that formed into a dazzling dress. 

A unique feature that seemed to be more of a fashion statement as well as holding potent 

functionality…were golden glasses with clear crystalline lenses that affected the very fabric of Reality 

being supported by the bridge of her sharp nose. 
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On her back, wings forged from Absolute Elysium Essence illuminated her and released a halo of light to 

constantly surround her, where even with her average beauty…she still seemed exquisite! 

Yet this being hadn't said a word this whole time. 

The Elysium Dimension was the one to send word about the appearance of NULLITY Beasts before they 

began to spread out to all Dimensions, and their knowledge was vast as a part of the requirements to be 

granted the title of Elysium Dimensional Ruler was to first have complete understanding in Providence! 

They knew a great deal of information. 

This was why today's events…were that much of a shock through their ranks as they knew nothing of it. 

They knew of Primordials making moves to hasten the process of Cataclysm for the 9 Dimensions, but 

the disappearance of a whole Anchor this quickly was unprecedented and unseen by them! 

Thus…she was here. 

Golden in grandeur and valor, she was known as The Seeker of Knowledge. 

She knew the history of the Desolate Mausoleum, 9 Anchors, and all the pertinent existences to appear 

throughout history as with this knowledge, Providence, and more, she could discern much more of the 

future! 

So she knew the visage of Eowyn when she reappeared before everyone's eyes as she marveled. 

'Targeted by OPPENHEIMER in his early days and still survived to actually come back from it…now, you 

are shackled and bound to…' 

Her eyes went to him. 

Actually, they had never left him since the moment she came here as she didn't make it obvious- where 

due to her inherent ability, even Noah wouldn't easily know if she was focusing her will towards him! 

'You.' 

…! 

She pushed her glasses up as the grandeur of Golden light around her continued to amplify. 

'Who are you?' 

The being that Lilith had attacked and sought to grasp. 

The being that in a field full of Dimensional Rulers, his other bodies paid no heed as they battled 

NULLITY Beasts. 

The being who held the Sword of Avalon and had the support of the strongest Dimensional Rulers of 

Avalon. 

'Who are you…and why is the Providence of the Avalon and Dream Dimensional Rulers surging towards 

you?' 

WAA! 



The weaving of destiny and Providence was not so easily seen around this being, but she could see a 

glimpse of the weaving of Providence around some Dimensional Rulers! 

She couldn't even glimpse at the provide of Lilith, Guinevere, Old Dreamer, and the Quantum 

Dimensional Ruler among others- but she could see Morgana's and the rest. 

This alone was a point to cause her to focus on him, but the more shocking thing was that she affirmed 

that the Providence of Dream and Avalon Dimensional Rulers was connected to this being! 

For that to be the case… 

'You are involved if not at the heart of all this…' 

Her eyes shone with a sharp golden light as the glasses she adorned did not display any of this. 

Her figure remained floating in the blank void as one of the only Dimensional Rulers remaining apart 

from the Dream and Avalon Dimensional Rulers, her eyes following the visage of the Imperius Avallonis 

as in the next moment, she felt a change. 

Her gaze shifted from his figure and into his hands as in the next moment, the purple-clad visage of this 

being shone with grandeur as the Sword of Avalon was shifted to his left hand. 

He then went on to grasp a radiant and blinding weapon in his right hand that seemed like a massive 

spear of light, runic ecritures of infinity symbols carved all over its multicolored stellar cylindrical shaft as 

the Spear point…it was curved and extended upwards like a deadly halberd as it shone incandescent 

gold! 

When he grasped onto this weapon, one could shockingly feel that when gazing at both the Sword of 

Avalon on his left and then the Spear like Relic in his right…the Sword of Avalon somewhat lost in 

grandeur and luster! 

And such a reality…caused even Guinevere to change her gaze as she couldn't fully ascertain the 

truthfulness of such a possibility. 

After all, what could be greater than a Sword forged by the very will of a Dimension?! 

After undergoing such a sudden change, the Imperius Avallonis gazed at the shining points of blue light 

while uttering with valor. 

<Give me a few seconds to finish this up.> 

He spoke in such a domineering manner while floating towards the 6 dazzling cerulean domains shining 

with Mana all around as countless infinity symbols smashed into Abominations. 

He told others to give him a few seconds to finish up Abominations that were about the same as the 

Legion that Bjorn had led to attack the Dreamer of Providence! 

Even though the Dreamer had not switched to fully utilizing pure mana, a cluster of these NULLITY 

Beasts had swarmed him as he retreated from them! 



Now, Noah had kept them contained in terrifying domains without suffering any injuries while at this 

juncture, his Avalon Dimensional Chassis grasped the Dimensional Reality Xyston and appeared within a 

Magistracy of the Apocalyptic Blitzkrieg Domain. 

Radiant infinity symbols passed by on either side of him as one phased through am Abominations while 

smashing into its core, the body of this creature now being half broken as it roared out apathetically! 

While standing before such a creature, Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis grasped the radiant Spear 

brimming with light as its Spear point began to simmer with the Absolute Authorities of multiple Laws 

and Decreta! 

Chapter 2063 Lay Waste To NULLITY Beasts! Ll 

All the Authorities within the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality would surge into the Dimensional 

Reality Xyston every time it was swung. 

The Xyston had transcended any augmentations from outside sources as the boons from Laws and 

Decreta did not affect it. 

The multipliers of the Ascendancy Stanchions nor Noah's Throne of Quintessential Tyranny did not affect 

it! 

No outside sources affected it as the Dimensional Reality Xyston released the set Quintessential Damage 

Value of 1 Quadrillion at this juncture! 

The Damage Values for beginner Nature Integration Realm existences scaled upwards of 500 Trillion as 

the stronger ones only increased from there. 

And yet at this moment in time, Noah could reach 1 Quadrillion with a swing of his weapon as it didn't 

cost him any resources whatsoever! 

The overpowered aspect of the Dimensional Reality Xyston did not need to be elevated even further, 

but then there was the term of <Quintessential Damage Value> that deserved a gaze! 

How exactly was it different from Dimensional, Reality, or Soul Damage Values? Since it couldn't be 

affected by outside sources and Noah's Absolute Pure Mana Output would not affect its output of 

power, would it be useful against Abominations? 

The answer…lay in the name. 

<Quintessential Damage Values>:: An output of damage values that are unmatched in this Age and Era, 

standing above other numerical damage values as they will change their nature depending on the 

target. The nature that the Xyston displays will be altered to be the Essence that the target has the least 

resistance to, with its penetrative abilities ignoring half of the enemy's Innate Barrier and imposing the 

effects of [Resource Degeneration], [Skill Lock], [Absolute Authority Quagmire], and [Weight 

Displacement]... 

A unique Damage Value that could not be matched in this Age! 

BZZZT! 
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The Dimensional Reality Xyston arcade across space as it seemed like a radiant like of light, its Spear 

point releasing a shining grandeur akin to a blazing sun as it reached a Simian Phoenix NULLITY Beast. 

The gray fur of this beast had already been torn all around when the Xyston reached its chest. 

When the weight of an entire Dimension and multiple Realities…smashed into it! 

…! 

The most unique thing occurred as even Noah who grasped the Dimensional Reality Xyston marveled as 

when it touched its target, it didn't just focus its damage on the one point it touched- arcs of Golden 

blue light bloomed from its Spear point as they instantly went to cover the half broken body of the 

Abomination entirely, and the 1 Quadrillion application of the Damage was delivered and pressed down 

on its whole visage! 

The eyes of the NULLITY Beasts released a bright light of genuine surprise as it felt an unstoppable force 

grasp everything about it. 

It then felt this unstoppable force squeeze everything about it, the core of its program simultaneously 

facing the full Quintessential Damage Values along with its whole body as the result was weather 

drastic! 

PAH! 

Like a stellar cosmic train smashing into an egg. 

The massive figure of the already half-broken Abominations instantly had its structure fissure and crack 

within the beginnings of a microsecond, and before this microsecond could end…its body continued to 

bear the shocking weight of 1 Quadrillion Quintessential Damage Values as its life force was entirely 

drained out as its gray structural makeup…was turned into dust! 

BOOOM! 

A single point of impact. 

And in the next instant, the eyes of others saw a shocking force press on the Abomination from all 

angles as it couldn't bear the weight and turned into gray dust! 

One hit, one kill! 

The scene caused the surrounding Dimensional Rulers to squint their eyes as they felt a level of damage 

that only they should be privy to released by a being not at their level. 

Yet Noah's eyes were not on any of them. 

He was focused on the Abomination that was turned into dust as he felt the activation of Absolute Loot 

Authority. 

The target this time was a NULLITY Beast as what Loot would such a creature give?! 

A golden-bordered prompt descended. 

<...> 



It was...empty. 

Empty as if the Absolute Loot Authority didn't fully grasp how to quantify it! 

HUUM! 

The low and thrumming symphony of authority in the surroundings gradually began to rise in volume as 

Providence began to seethe. 

Another golden bordered prompt came down. 

<The Source of a target stemming outside the Boundaries of this Age and Ages past is being broken 

down and quintessentially elevated in quality and quantity by Absolute Loot Authority.> 

...! 

<10 Shards of Concept Modifiers have been obtained.> 

<10 Shards of NULLITY have been obtained.> 

<10 Ingots of NULLINIUM have been obtained.> 

<1 All Source Enhancer has been attained.> 

WAA! 

The names of fantastical new loot Noah had not come across before came down, and they were glorious 

in stature as they caused a burst of Providence to surround Noah! 

Wielding the Dimensional Reality Xyston, his royal purple figure seemed incandescent with authority as 

his Tri-Pupiled eyes released beams of hungry light when gazing at the tens of remaining Abominations 

in this Magistracy of the Apocalyptic Blitzkrieg Domain. 

<...> 

The roars turned low and threatening as they came across something new. 

They...had yet to witness another one of their fellow constructs perish. 

Seeing it now, a hint of caution rose in their apathetic eyes as they were still pulled by the heavy 

Gravitational force within this domain, continuing to spin uncontrollably as another Abomination neared 

Noah from behind soon! 

With a hungry light, Noah turned towards it as his right hand shone with utter glory. 

A Spear carrying the weight of Realities and a Dimension thundered out to smash onto a beast that 

rejected the very fabric of Reality, another explosion of dust exploding out soon after as the 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor began to lay waste onto NULLITY Beasts! 

And the moment another one perished... 

<10 Shards of Concept Modifiers have been obtained.> 

<10 Shards of NULLITY have been obtained.> 



<10 Ingots of NULLINIUM have been obtained.> 

<1 All Source Enhancer has been attained.> 

Glorious prompts repeated again. 

Prompts that caused Noah to begin moving ever faster and with more valiance as he peeked at their 

details and saw just how ridiculous they were! 

Chapter 2064 The Key To The Age Of Destiny! 

His figure looked grand and even filled with a light of hunger and greed! 

A hunger that gazed at the Abominations as if they were the most important things that he had seen. 

The reason for this...was of course due to the details of the loot he had received. 

The Shard of Concept Modifiers was a Cosmos sized crystal that shone with thin traces of milky white 

light while surrounded by a circular multicolored incandescent glow! 

The Shards of NULLITY were also similar in size as they looked like star shaped gray Crystals that pulsed 

with a light that rejected the very essence around it. 

Then there were the Ingots of NULLINIUM that looked like small gray metal cubes that could fit in 

Noah's palm, their glow also radiantly gray! 

Lastly was the single All Source Enhancer that in his Expansive Space...Noah saw it constantly changed its 

form as it was a movable milky light that surged around his emptied out Space! 

Their details came out with splendor. 

<Shard of Concept Modifiers>:: An astounding Reality Altering Authority that is not yet fully understood 

by the Absolute Loot Authority that brought it to fruition. It allows one to modify any completely 

understood Concept in relation to just themselves. A single Shards is enough to modify the 

augmentations and boosts of any Tier of Edict, with the more Shards one utilizes granting a greater level 

of change. 1,000 Shards are sufficient to even alter the augmentations of completely understood 

Decreta and Natural Laws, with 10,000 Shards being capable of Altering the augmentations of 

Fundamental Natural Laws. Reality can be deceiving, and reality can be modified.... 

<Shard of NULLITY>:: Shards of the condensed essence of NULLITY. Much is unknown about this essence 

as gaining any grasp in it is impossible through normal means, but the Absolute Loot Authority sought a 

way. Collecting 100,000 Shards of NULLITY should theoretically allow you to add this essence to your 

Source without it breaking down into a lifeless origin and grant you an understanding of what it truly 

means.... 

<Ingots of NULLINIUM>:: Metalloids born from the compressed constructs of NULLITY Beasts and 

refined to an even greater level. 100,000 Shards of NULLINIUM can be smelted to birth NULLITY 

Armaments of varying quality depending on the Blacksmith.  

<All Source Enhancers>:: A Loot that came to fruition when breaking down and enhancing the Source of 

a NULLITY Beast. It devoured most of the Essence of the NULLITY Beast as it is a product of the core that 
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powered it. A single All Source Enhancer is capable of doing exactly that- Enhance any Source under 

your control as it can be your Aspects of Existence, Bloodline, Halos, Reality Passages, Stanchions, or in 

the case of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor- even the sources of his Dimensional Layers or the 

Sources of constructs under him like the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality and whatever may be 

contained within it. It can also be utilized as an enhancer during the formation of a Dimensional Layer to 

be equivalent to 5 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas.... 

<...> 

Yes. 

This was why Noah was moving fervently as first, the Loot was absolutely ridiculous. 

And second, large numbers of Abominations would have to die for Noah to truly enjoy the boons of 

these Loot as they required a great deal of them! 

In the case of the Shards of NULLITY, it was to be expected.  

After all, understanding in this concept was what granted OPPENHEIMER the key to the Age of Destiny! 

This essence itself was the Key that allowed for the rise of his reign and his eventual title at the True 

Emperor of the Age of Destiny, and it was now most likely grasped by existences like the Tribunal Rulers 

that had accelerated the destruction of the Dream Dimension. 

Whatever means were utilized and whatever wonders had to be done to make it possible, Noah couldn't 

just freely grasp it after taking down a few Abominations! 

It was something outside of the Desolate Mausoleum and Nine Dimensions. 

It was something that went along entirely different sets of rules! 

Then there were the Ingots of NULLINIUM and Shards of Concept Modifiers that caused Noah's heart to 

ache in wanting- and this wasn't to even mention the All Source Enhancers! 

They were too grand. 

So he had to attain more. 

HUUUM! 

A droning sound echoed out as his figure moved and appeared before another Abomination. 

The Dimensional Reality Xyston thundered forward as its target was an armadillo-like Abomination that 

had its body also worn down from the successive attacks within the Magistracy of the Apocalyptic 

Blitzkrieg, and the result was the same as last time. 

BOOOM! 

The weight of a truly shocking construct pressed unto it as a glimmer of dust was produced an instant 

later, the same place prompts appearing before Noah's eyes and spurring him on! 

Guinevere and the others were watching this scene with sharp eyes as it was a marvel to see an 

existence that hadn't reached Nature Integration to be swinging a weapon that unleashed Quadrillion in 



Damage Values so freely, but one particular being had learned to be expectant of this and slowly 

become immune to Noah's terrifying actions as she watched with a smile. 

Eowyn's gaze was tender as she didn't question how it was even feasible after knowing the truth of what 

Noah had just done, and she was about to turn to her father to talk about the next set of actions when 

the corner of her eyes caught the visage of the undue being that was still here. 

The being whose body was wrapped in a halo of golden light as the Essence of Elysium wrapped around 

her! 

Eowyn's eyes instantly flashed with carefulness as she saw the concentration of this existence adorned 

in golden glasses towards Noah's direction. 

<Seeker of Knowledge.> 

WAA! 

So Eowyn spoke out calmly as she wanted to make sure the gazes of too many powerful beings were not 

directed towards Noah! 

<Others have come and gone…I wonder why you still grace us with your presence?> 

…! 

Eowyn particularly chose not to be friendly as there were already too many gazes towards Noah, and he 

didn't need any additional ones! So she asked in a straightforward manner as she was also somewhat 

apprehensive about this being from the Elysium Dimension- with the reason being a simple one. 

She and others knew of her- yet they didn't hear any exploits. 

She was in the same generation as her Lilith and existences like Hatred, and yet most Dimensions only 

knew her name and distinction- but nothing else! 

And such a thing….was more terrifying to Eowyn than those that she knew everything about. 

Chapter 2065 There Shall Be No Aid! 

The Seeker of Knowledge was taken out of her trance with the actions of the Imperius Avallonis as he 

weaved across the cerulean domain- thrusting out his Spear once as a horrendous impact smashed onto 

the Abominations that would be turned to Dust after a single strike! 

To accomplish such a thing would take an effort for even beginner Nature Integration Realm existences, 

and yet this being was doing it freely multiple times over. 

And he…had not yet integrated with any laws as he was bound to be a particularly powerful 3distence 

when he did so! 

<I'm here for the same reason you all are here.> 

WAA! 

Her reply was crisp as she pushed her glasses up without even gazing at Eowyn. 
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<I'm here because I see and know many things, but I do not know about…Him. Just, who is he? And even 

more crucial than that, what is his connection with you all? His position as the Imperius Avallonis makes 

sense to have the Avalon Dimensional Rulers around him, but…why is the Providence of the Dream 

Dimensional Rulers also surging towards him? There's no Connate Relic in the Dream Dimension as far 

as I know similar to the Sword of Avalon, so just what…> 

…! 

Her thoughts were clear and scattered at the same time as Eowyn's face turned dark from hearing her 

words! 

Another problem was making itself apparent as they truly couldn't be left alone today. 

Lilith and the other Dimensional Rulers had left, but now this being stayed behind as her focus was 

honed in on Noah! 

<I'm just curious is all.> At this juncture, this being smiled brilliantly as her gaze finally shifted from Noah 

and onto Eowyn, the Longest Dream, and other Dream Dimensional Rulers. 

<Like for example, you all have just lost your home. I shall act as the representative of the Elysium 

Dimension to offer you a hand and invite you to our dwelling. Unless…the Avalon Dimensional Rulers 

have already done that? Or do you have another location in mind that we are not privy to?> 

WAA! 

Her eyes shone with glamor and ingenuity as she caught on to the link of the Dream and Avalon 

Dimensional Rulers as she didn't let go! 

She asked the crucial question of what would happen now.  

Everyone could feel that even though the Dream Dimension was gone, it wasn't destroyed as the Source 

of the Decretum of Dreams could still be pulled upon. 

'So to find out where the new location of the Dream Dimension was…wouldn't one have to just follow 

the Dream Dimensional Rulers?' 

The Seeker of Knowledge had this thought as her glasses reflected a hidden sea of Providence within 

them! 

At this juncture, Guinevere spoke with authority while standing at the forefront of the Avalon 

Dimensional Rulers. 

<We were here to aid the Dream Dimension during the attack and have offered them refuge already. Is 

there anything else we can help the Seeker with?> 

A battle of wills and authorities silently brewed as the Seeker continued smiling. 

Her eyes floated over the Rulers before her and the being that was laying waste to NULLITY Beasts with 

every swing of his majestic weapon as she spoke serenely. 

<You know, we do not have to be enemies.> 



WAA! 

<The Elysium Dimension has always discerned and foreseen things where we even warned you all of the 

movements of Primordials. We do not support the Dimensional Deceiver even if her reasoning is 

justified, her hatred is too overwhelming. We…also do not align with the Quantum Dimension as I can 

tell you something now that the Elysium Dimensional Rulers have discerned but not shared since the 

Age of Quintessence began!> 

…! 

The rims of her glasses released shocking radiance as a domineering authority cracked open the space 

above her and released massive shackles of Elysium, the color gold permeating everything as it was 

seemingly trying to stop her from speaking her next set of words! 

<Think of it as me taking a step forward in cementing the idea that we do not have to be enemies. 

We…have discerned a future that nearly caused half of the Elysium Dimensional Rulers to lose hope.> 

HUUUM! 

Shocking words that caused the other Rulers to frown greatly bloomed as the Seeker continued! 

<Since the last Dimensional Conclave, the thought was always that things would be fixed and alleviated 

by the help of the Ancestors who put things in motion so long ago. When the Age of Quintessence 

began, we discerned that…there would be no aid from above!> 

BOOOM! 

<The Ancestors that the Quantum Dimension rely on so much will not be coming to stop the Cataclysm. 

That is why even with the connection being stable within the Quantum Dimension, not a single being 

has descended in all these years. We….we have long since been abandoned.> 

Waves of despondency could be seen in her eyes when she spoke, the words she released causing a big 

shock on all the Dimensional Rulers here! 

This was because they knew their Lineage was grand. 

They knew they had powerful existences outside of the Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Anchors that would 

always be there for them! 

After all, they had stayed behind to manage the 9 Anchors all these years for them! 

They had aided in suppressing the very Source of the Desolate Mausoleum where everything stemmed 

from! 

And now…for them to hear that they had been abandoned? 

<No…> Guinevere shook her head confidently as she seemingly could not agree with this. 

<No, they said-> 

<It matters not what they said.> The Seeker of Knowledge cut off Guinevere before she could continue. 

The Essence of Elysium surged around her with valor as she continued with a look of solemnity. 



<The actions of OPPENHEIMER were unexpected for them, but with the effects they held…they saw 

another path than the suppression of the Desolate Mausoleum. They saw its destruction as a means to 

achieve what their suppression set in place all those years ago. We have discerned all of this as what 

nearly caused some of us to despair was the fact that from the connection of the Quantum Dimension, it 

would not be aid that comes if anyone ever descends.> 

WAA! 

With her eyes turning more and more solemn by the second, the Seeker of Knowledge continued! 

<If anything ever descends after all these years, it would be a weapon that further hastens our demise. 

That is why…I seek to tell you all that we do not need to be enemies.> 

<We have enemies from among us, we have enemies within the Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Anchors, 

and we even have enemies much more powerful than us who have chosen another path outside of 

these Barren Lands…so why can we not be just a little smarter and start being allies?!> 

Her words turned valiant and filled with authority as towards the end, she had stopped directing them 

towards the Dimensionals Rulers and turned towards the cerulean domains! 

There, a majestic visage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor was staring towards her direction while 

dual wielding the Sword of Avalon and the Dimensional Reality Xyston, his eyes releasing beams of light 

as Providence surged like a sea around him!!! 

Behind him, gray dust of Abominations was floating serenely as this whole cerulean domain was 

eradicated by him in a matter of seconds, his image prominent and full of magisterial grandeur as he 

now locked his gaze with the Seeker of Knowledge! 

Chapter 2066 Enemies And Allies! 

There were enemies on all corners as even among themselves, there wasn't a semblance of trust! 

So the Seeker of Knowledge read the weaving of Providence for those around her and delivered a secret 

that most Rulers did not know! 

With her words, even Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis in the cerulean domain that was entirely 

cleared out of Abominations had to come to a stop. 

The information was too crucial. 

The possible future that could arise from it was dreadful! 

They could try to face it all alone and divided…or they could work together to overcome shockingly 

impossible odds. 

"It is not impossible." 

WAA! 

Noah was the one to reply to the Seeker from afar as he didn't bathe his words with authority, even 

though his body crackled with Absolute Mana Authority and the tip of the Dimensional Reality Xyston 

vibrated with waves of blinding authority! 
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"Let me finish clearing these Beasts, and then we can have a conversation in the Avalon Dimension." 

Noah took the lead in answering the Seeker as the other Dimensional Rulers were still in an uproar 

hearing about the views of their ancestors! 

This was especially so for beings like Guinevere, and even more so for Eowyn who had referred to the 

Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Dimensions as the Barren Lands. 

Her eyes were filled with disbelief and confusion as she could only turn to her father who had a solemn 

expression while thinking of too many things. 

She and many others would not be finding any answers soon as their choices alone would be what 

decided the fate of the lands they were in! 

On Noah's side, he had already wiped out 111 NULLITY Beasts from one Magistracy of the Apocalyptic 

Blitzkrieg as his will turned towards the other 5 domains. 

His figure then flashed as the tip of the Dimensional Reality Xyston was outstretched in front of him 

ready to eviscerate his enemies! 

— 

Across the veils of spacetime. 

Within the Niflheim Dimension. 

Noah's Clone was standing within the depths of a massive deathly mountain that overlooked an endless 

expanse- an expanse that was currently filled with Legions of Ancient Races that were getting ready to 

move out! 

Valdez Tepez had already gone into the ranks of the Kun Pengs to relay the words and knowledge of 

Lilith's true aims and schemes, but it was too late. 

The Ancient Races had allied with Dimensional Races to stand against the Primordials, and the domains 

that the Kun Pengs fell under were already the domain that Lilith had taken over. 

And now...it seemed she had begun to wage a final war for this Dimension as just minutes ago, the 

commanders got the notice to set off! 

The only change that occurred minutes ago was the disappearance of the Dream Dimension- this event 

causing grand changes throughout as things began to monumentally shift due to it. 

"It is impossible..." 

Noah heard the voice of the being he had long felt coming as Valdez appeared behind him with a 

somber look. 

"The Venerable Obsidian Kun Peng has said it matters not about Lilith's actions, and that we have to 

follow her lead at this juncture and contribute to taking over the Niflheim Dimension. When I told him of 

the one who saved me...he said you may fight alongside us with your own Legion." 

Noah's eyes turned sharp as the events in the Niflheim Dimension were moving too fast. 



He didn't have time to establish an identity here as Lilith sensed the many profound changes and made 

drastic moves! 

With the information and memories he had attained, her rulership of the Niflheim Dimension was all but 

guaranteed as the Primordials didn't have a strong enough force here, and the only ones left in 

opposition were the Niflheim Dimensional Rulers. 

With Lilith having the last vestiges of Nature Integration experts under her along with a few Niflheim 

Dimensional Rulers and the two other Traitorous Dimensional Rulers from Avalon...her will could not be 

stopped here! 

It was to the extent that when he fought, even Noah would be aiding Lilith. 

It was a despondent Reality as he could simply sit it out, but for forging a strong connection with this 

Dimension to establish it as a Layer soon...he would do it! 

And this wasn't all. 

In this Dimension, he could feel a connection he shared with another anomaly as his understanding of 

Destiny and Providence allowed him to very easily see his past connections. 

So he smiled lightly as he sent a mental communication to the consciousness he was aware of 

"Eckert, are you moving in the Niflheim Dimension?" 

WAA! 

His words traversed across the folds of space to travel far from his location, where many light years 

away- Multiple Suzerain Niflheim Commanders had their eyes releasing brilliant blue radiance! 

The Suzerains were all a myriad of Royal Undead Races of the Niflheim Dimension that led massive 

Undead Legions- Legions that were currently moving towards enemy lines while being led by a Titanic 

Abyssal Dragon at the level of Nature Integration as well as an Avalon Dimensional Ruler! 

There were many Legions behind them....with nobody being the wiser that a significant percentage of 

the Undead Suzerains had their minds and souls subjugated under the will of the Great Usurper. 

The Great Usurper that currently focused on the communication he received from Osmont as he saw its 

source wasn't too far away! 

"You...are you also moving in this war? Which side are you on?" 

The two beings began a communication across the folds of spacetime as Eckert asked a very critical 

question he needed the answer to. 

If they were on different sides of the war, he just might have to change the side he fought for as among 

all those he could pit himself against, Osmont would not be one of them! 

As if he could see the smiling expression on Osmont, Eckert relieved his reply soon after. 

"I shall be fighting under the Ancient Races under the banner of Lilith!" 

WAA! 



"Mmm..." 

A knowing light flashed across Eckert as he nodded. 

He would rather face the forces of a Dimensional Ruler than pit himself against a being more anomalous 

than himself! 

Chapter 2067 Enemies And Allies! Ll 

You could be enemies with many beings in the Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Dimensions, but you should 

never be enemies with Osmont! 

Eckert had adopted this motto as every time he tried to see through this being, he was covered by a veil 

and mystery that he wasn't seeing even around Dimensional Rulers. 

It was to the extent that he had to know exactly where this being had now reached as he sent another 

message. 

"Shall I be looking out for Legions following a Suzerain or a Dimensional Ruler?" 

...! 

Yes. 

Was this being still at the same stage as him or had he somehow already exceeded the boundaries of 

power to achieve a realm of existences that had lived gorgeous billions of years? 

A Realm that Eckert was trying to quickly grasp himself with these events in the Niflheim Dimension as 

his destiny told him if he could involve himself in this war and possibly be near a dying Niflheim 

Dimensional Ruler...there might be shocking possibilities with his Necromancer System to at least allow 

him to begin gnawing upon their injured soul to subjugate a single one! 

But this goal was far away. 

Eckert didn't even know how things would unfold as this would only be in the best-case scenario. 

The words of Osmont returned soon enough. 

"I've been a little slow recently and haven't reached Nature Integration yet. A few more days might do it 

though." 

"..." 

A terrifying set of words came out that nearly caused Eckert to sigh. 

The only solace he had was that at least neither of them had reached the Nature Integration Realm! 

"I'll be under the Titanic Abyssal Dragon Dimensional Ruler in the Deathless Plains of VanXon, what are 

you trying to get out of this conflict?" 

The Great Usurper was the first to reach out as he had many beings subjugated, but not that many allies. 

And having a few friends to help one in their path wasn't bad as just possibly... their nearly impossible 

goals might become achieved! 
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The two allies began to converse as in the Niflheim Dimension, a war for ultimate Rulership bloomed. 

— 

Away from a war for supremacy in the Niflheim Dimension. 

Within the Main Reality. 

Inside the central Empyral Domain of Nature, a small hut could be seen as it was simple in stature and 

gave off a pristine feel. 

The multicolored allure of countless amalgamations of Natural Laws made it radiant and full of wonder 

of course, with two auras currently being felt inside as they were pristinely powerful! 

The figures of two women could be seen as the first was none other than Althea, her exemplary 

demeanor of authority nowhere to be seen as she had a calm yet respectful expression when gazing at 

the woman opposite to her. 

This woman was adorned in simple white robes as her curvaceous visage was hidden, with hair radiantly 

black flowing down her shoulders and eyes filled with power holding ecritures of Providence simmering 

within them. 

Her fair skin gave off a crystalline feel as she looked ethereal to gaze upon, with the Natural Laws in her 

surroundings gravitating towards her as she spoke. 

"We'll encounter greater challenges from Primordial Beasts now as we have to divide some of our forces 

between them and the Dimensions we wish to accelerate the Demise of...it is not strictly as planned, but 

it is fine nonetheless." 

Her words weren't filled with abundant authority as Althea nodded lightly, the respect she and other 

Tribunal Rulers granted to this woman being great as she had a status none of them could! 

In the Age of Destiny, she was simply known as The Empress. 

The one who stood beside the True Emperor! 

Althea looked towards her expectantly as she said her next set of words carefully. 

"Has...has he said anything?" 

HUUUM! 

He. 

The Great Commander that had led them to victory in the last Age was mentioned as The Empress 

released a blooming smile that caused the surrounding natural laws to vibrate! 

<The Ancestors have changed their stance towards the Desolate Mausoleum. They see its destruction 

and the destruction of all Parallel Paths capable of achieving the same result they want. What they 

couldn't decide on Ages ago...they have decided now.> 

WAA! 



The voice of The Empress was filled with authority as she spoke- the words she said seemingly not hers! 

"This was what he said to me not too long ago." 

Her fair hands grasped the particles of natural laws around her as she continued. 

Althea's face changed to become utterly enraged, the natural laws around her also seething as she 

spoke out with distaste! 

"It is always much easier to do nothing...they have veered away from who they were!" 

Disappointment was prevalent in her eyes as The Empress nodded! 

"Yes. But our goal has not changed. We will release the Desolate Mausoleum from its shackles and let 

the Natural Laws reclaim their place once more. We will connect to the myriad of Parallel Paths and use 

what they sealed against them." 

WAA! 

Other sides wanted destruction. 

Other sides wanted to save what was in place! 

But multiple factions bloomed within these Planes of Existence as the target they wanted to save was 

vastly different for each of them. 

— 

Within the ever growing Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

Noah's main body gazed at the slumbering figure of Hyperion after he talked with Little Henry and 

others, letting a Clone continue to accompany them as his main body returned to the depths of the 

Dimensional Holy Land. 

Here, he could see all of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality and the radiant Dream Dimension 

within it as he took a pause to just observe everything. 

He had many cards up his sleeves as his will was overseeing a great deal of concepts, and there were 

even more to focus on now with the advent of Loot from the NULLITY Beasts! 

But his sight currently was locked onto a grand concept he wanted to complete during this period when 

a great conflict had ended and new ones were about to rise. 

It was one of the periods of time that Noah could design concepts and grow at a ridiculous pace before 

he proceeded forward! 

And now…he was looking at the concept of the Golden Forge to be re-written as another construct of his 

Infinite System! 

Chapter 2068 A Revamped Golden Forge! L 

The Infinite System was a construct that contained subconstructs of the Infinite Resources, Infinite 

Dream, and Infinite Dream Physique that had already evolved multiple times over! 
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With the addition of multiple constructs, Noah's soul had to pause adding any more as after the past 

days of constant strengthening... the breadth of his soul was something already dancing in the bounds 

of Nature Integration! 

So his next step while his Clones were clearing Abominations was to enact the Fourth Construct of the 

Infinite System with the Reality Altering Construct of the Golden Forge at its base. 

The Forge was something that a past True Emperor built- something that passively generated Connate 

Relics, Panaceas, Lineages, and many other forms of loot as this being had just utilized all this loot until 

she became the strongest existences of that age! 

But this wasn't purely by chance or just by time as this being had continued to elevate the rank of the 

Golden Forge and attain even more ridiculous things over time. 

This was the Construct Noah wanted to emulate and improve upon as everything was already set in his 

mind. 

So he simply had his Will give the command. 

'Break down the methodology of the construct of the Golden Forge...calculate the cost and gear its 

workings towards the Fourth Subconstruct of the Infinite System....the Infinite Forge!' 

HUUM! 

The Infinite Forge! 

This was the name that Noah granted it as Providence among many other essences magnetically swam 

around him at this juncture. 

To forge even the Golden Forge itself, a terrifying authority had to be brought into the picture as the 

True Emperor of the Age of Fortune had even continued to elevate this Reality Altering Construct over 

time. 

As a construct to alter Reality, the Essence of Reality was crucial as a base, and when it came to 

Noah...he wanted to construct his Infinite Forge with the Authorities he had accumulated so far geared 

towards such a concept. 

Absolute Loot Authority that granted him the stupendous Loot to move him forward. 

Absolute Dream Authority that could turn dreams into Reality! 

<I am still also here- and even more powerful than ever with the Uses I've accumulated from the 

treasures you've allowed me to devour.> 

WAA! 

Then, Eowyn's voice rang out beside Noah as this being that was still bound to him could also uniquely 

utilize Absolute Dream Authority to make the impossible possible. 

Noah nodded towards Eowyn silently as apart from this- there was also an authority that was generated 

during the formation of a Dimensional Layer that he directed to focus on his Traits, bringing about 



features like <Skill Succession> that birthed his Quintessential Emperor's Annihilation Techniques and <I 

Am the Main Character> that allowed him to view different segments of his path! 

This authority...was not utilized at all during the formation of the Fourth Dimensional Layer as Noah had 

put it aside just for this! 

All of these were just some of his preparations as another Absolute Fundamental Authority he would 

have loved to be capable of utilizing was Providence. 

But he just began on this path as even if he devoured all the Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural 

Decretum Seeds, he could not achieve its completion. 

Unless...he had an additional 4 Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds from the formation 

of another Dimensional Layer. 

HUUM! 

His Origin began to bubble as his will surged out. 

<Begin the formation of the Fifth Dimensional Layer.> 

...! 

Yes! 

He was forced to take a pause due to giving all his mountains of Loot to Lavalliere in order to attain the 

whole Dream Dimension, and he now sped along to resume on his path as he was beginning to replenish 

his loot with the deaths of NULLITY Beasts! 

A single one granted a myriad of Ingots of NULLINIUM, Shards of NULLITY, Shards of Concept Modifiers, 

and what he would utilize for the formation of the Fifth Dimensional Layer...the All Source Enhancers 

where a single one was equivalent to 5 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas. 

The Fifth Dimensional Layer required 16 times the resources as Noah would need 684 Golden Panaceas 

or 68 Obsidian Panaceas. Or in this case...just 14 All Source Enhancers! 

From the over 100 Abominations Noah had just turned to Dust, he had over 100 All Source Enhancers as 

even though he felt it was a shame to use them for the formation of a Dimensional Layer due to their 

uniqueness, they were still unmatched currently. 

His Origin began to seethe as a Dimensional Reality Seed wanted to be formed. It asked him what 

Dimensional Essence would be utilized as the source of this Layer as from Noah's body, a crimson 

Obsidian light began to shine. 

Yes. 

The Light of Apollyon! 

He had the Lineage of the Prime Apollyon Igneous Daemon and an understanding of the Decretum of 

Apollyon as his Origin could generate the Essence of this Dimension. 



He had only held back on forming this Layer before due to not wanting to draw attention from Lilith as 

the Dimensional Inimicus! 

But...this existence was already locked onto him with a focus that no other Rulers showed as the 

Tyrannical nature budding within Noah let go of his restraints. 

So...he designated Apollyon as the Fifth Dimensional Layer as a hellish light of grandeur began to bloom! 

An event like this was what made Noah unique compared to others in this Age. 

What made him Quintessential! 

Others would have to take a pause or break after exploding in power, and Noah would have also done 

the same as he had run out of resources to proceed forward. 

Then...the NULLITY Beasts he had contained in his Magistracy of the Apocalyptic Blitzkrieg Domains 

provided him the loot he needed to proceed forward, so why wouldn't he?! 

BOOOM! 

Fantastical Seas of crimson black essence began to surge as the movable stellar milky light that was the 

All Source Enhancer left Noah's Expansive Space and came to bathe his Origin. 

The formation of the Fifth Dimensional Layer began as at the same time, the Modus Operandi of the 

Golden Forge was being broken down while Noah designed the Infinite Forge simultaneously! 

Chapter 2069 A Revamped Golden Forge! Ll 

At the depths of Noah's soul, a Lemniscate Epitaph pulsed with grandeur as a fourth construct began to 

be etched into it. 

This occurred at the same time as a Dimensional Reality Seed was budding in his Origin, the All Source 

Enhancers working at a ridiculously rapid case as in mere seconds, the Seed was already established and 

blooming into a Dimensional Reality! 

<The Apollyon Dimensional Reality is forming at a rapid pace.> 

The introductory prompts of the formation of the Dimensional Reality had only just begun, but the 

number of Kainos Royal Apollyon Cosmos already jumped to 10 Trillion in another few seconds as the 

Loot of All Source Enhancers seemed so much more pristine and easier to utilize, it's stellar liquid form 

very quickly proliferating into Kainos Royal Apollyon Cosmos as the speed was unmatched! 

It was much harder and more arduous for Noah to continue forging more Dimensional Realities as he 

needed a great deal of more resources, but he seemed to only be forming them at a faster and faster 

pace as his valor was unmatched. 

At this same time that Trillions of Cosmos bloomed, Absolute Loot Authority and Absolute Dream 

Authority were surging around Noah as he pulled upon the 10 Units of Absolute Authority that the Heart 

of Mana paid for with no cost. 

All of this surged into a portion of the radiant blue Lemniscate as blinding gold ecritures began to be 

etched! 
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The Reality Altering Construct of a past True Emperor. 

Noah reformed it for himself as he was expectant to see what the result of all this would be, because 

apart from Absolute Dream and Loot Authority, there were multiple other Sources he was planning on 

infusing into the Infinite Forge! 

And in a short period of time during all this... 

HUUM! 

50 Trillion Kainos Royal Apollyon Cosmos were already formed as a certain threshold was reached. 

It was a threshold that would allow for the genuine Apollyon Dimension to identify that the Dimensional 

Inimicus had appeared! 

--- 

Within the Apollyon Dimension. 

Seas of Absolute Apollyon Authority seethed as at their depths, a Will rose in waves of anger. 

Waves that went to circle around a devilish demoness whose figure warped the very curvature of 

spacetime! 

<I know...I know!> 

Her exquisite features and exceedingly beautiful face had a tinge of annoyance as she talked to the 

Latent Will of Apollyon in such a manner. 

The Dimensional Inimicus had now targeted the Apollyon Dimension. 

<Bold fucker, aren't you?> 

Her eyes glinted with shocking light as from her knowledge, this made it the Fifth Dimension that this 

being had begun encroaching upon the authority of! 

It was first the Dream Dimension, then Prana, Avalon, Mirror, and now Apollyon. 

Lilith's eyes shone with grandeur as she laid down all the possibilities on who the Dimensional Inimicus 

was. 

<Any of the members of the Tribunal or Nature Devourers...> 

The most direct enemies of Dimensions would be among these two groups as the Tribunal had just 

declared war and attacked the Dream Dimension, with the encroachment of the Authority of 

Dimensions possibly stemming from them! 

Then there were the Nature Devourers. 

Enders of Reality that had reached Nature Integration Realm- and they could devour Nature itself as 

they were very tricky enemies to face! 

The will behind them was the Desolate Mausoleum itself as to unshackle the Anchors that bound it, it 

might finally be taking direct action to target Dimensions. 



<Mmm...> 

Lilith tapped her chin with a frown as she continued to speak to herself. 

<Apart from Primordials or Primordial Beasts, the only other possible candidates are 

Irregulars...Irregulars?> 

HUUUM! 

Providence billowed chaotically. 

Her thoughts became exceedingly calm and collected as they went towards the Irregular she continued 

to come across recently. 

<It can't be...can it?> 

Her eyes were filled with incredulity as this thought sprouted and cemented itself in her mind, her 

intuition buzzing as once it did, she couldn't let it go! 

She didn't have any actual evidence, but she couldn't let it go. 

<This has to be confirmed...> 

WAA! 

Her will vibrated with power as she moved. 

Providence surged behind her the fabric of Reality shook at her grandeur! 

--- 

70 Trillion. 

100 Trillion. 

130 Trillion! 

The Kainos Royal Apollyon Cosmos continued to proliferate as above the silvery mirror Dimensional 

Reality, a planar layer of Obsidian crimson light was already established. 

Hellish pillars of Apollyon Essence forming into pillars of crimson magma-like light shot up like 

Apocalyptic flames- flames that coiled around the Apollyon Cosmos that were shining a resplendent 

grandeur of crimson Obsidian light! 

From the formation of this Dimensional Layer as well, there was a rising authority that sought Noah's 

directive. 

He didn't hold it back this time as he commanded this authority and the one he had saved from the 

Fourth Dimensional Layer to all surge into his Lemniscate Epitaph to bring about even grander results for 

the Infinite Forge! 

HOOONG! 



Lustrous Seas of crimson black light surged within his Origin as the proliferation of the Apollyon 

Dimensional Layer was much too quick. 

170 Trillion Kainos Royal Apollyon Cosmos. 

190! 

200! 

SHIING! 

Like an incandescent volcanic eruption of authority and grandeur, beams of crimson Obsidian light were 

illuminated from Noah as if he was a connate treasure, the Fifth Dimensional Layer of his being 

completed with such profound ease that it made one shake their head in unfairness. 

Hereafter...fantastical prompts began to descend. 

<You have successfully completed the Fifth Dimensional Reality.> 

<A version of Pure Undefined Authority has been isolated for your future use above the Apollyon 

Dimensional Reality.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly increases.> 

<Through your reign over the Apollyon Dimension Reality, a level of influence can be exerted in the 

Apollyon Dimension.> 

<The Undefined Authority under you has increased.> 

<Your Understanding of the Decretum of Apollyon has been forcefully raised to 50%.> 

<Your Reserves of the Essence of Reality have been elevated to the Maximum of 6.4 Billion.> 

<Your Maximum True Vitality Values have risen to 8 Trillion.> 

<Your rate of Progression in the Decretum of Apollyon has increased by 1,000,000%> 

<The saturated Paramount Kainos Apollyon Dimensional Reality grants a base addition of 1,480,000 

Dimensional Apollyon Damage and Defense Values, bringing your Overall Origin Base Value to 

3,120,000.> 

<5x Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds has been obtained.> 

...! 

A great deal of prompts came down as Noah's Tri-Pupiled eyes focused on a strict few. 

One of them was the addition of 5 Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds that he 

immediately and domineeringly commanded to... 

<Elevate the Fundamental Natural Law of Providence to completion.> 

Chapter 2070 The Lnfinite Forge! L 
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Multiple prompts had come down as Noah focused on the Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum 

Seeds and commanded them in a certain direction, and then there was one more prompt that be 

focused on! 

<A version of Pure Undefined Authority has been isolated for your future use above the Apollyon 

Dimensional Reality.> 

This.  

Make no mistake, this wasn't the same authority that was utilized during the formation of a Dimensional 

Layer to boost Noah's traits or something similar. 

The Pure Undefined Authority was something that in the past- during the establishment of his first 2 

layers, it had brought him to a unique space that showed a visualization of 9 Anchors and the Desolate 

Mausoleum. 

He utilized this authority to tug on these Anchors and cause a slight change in the concentration of 

essence within the Desolate Mausoleum as this essence was connected to many secrets! 

It was getting isolated above the recently forged Dimensional Layers as Noah didn't utilize it, and he 

actually wanted to throw it into the designing of the Infinite Forge as well to build just a ridiculous 

Reality Altering concept that would even surpass the past True Emperor! 

But...there was a question of whether this authority could even be used for this. 

Noah didn't know, nor did he have an inkling of an understanding. But...he could feel the waves of 

Providence whose understanding he had begun scaling upwards of. 

So his Origin buzzed as he tugged on these points of authority of the Apollyon Dimensional Layer, Mirror 

Dimensional Layer, and the Avalon Dimensional Layer to float towards his soul- towards the Lemniscate 

Epitaph! 

He didn't know what the results would be, but he would allow Providence to sort it out. 

The Fundamental Natural Law that was a prerequisite for all Elysium Dimensional Rulers before they 

were granted the title! 

It was a Natural Law that allowed one to peer into the weaving of Destiny, Karma, Fate, and Fortune of 

those around them in an unbelievable way as it went further to alter and control these concepts to 

affect Providence itself. 

At this juncture, Noah burned 8 Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds to bring it towards 

full understanding. 

A Fundamental Natural Law that took others millions or billions of years- he would learn and complete 

within a few hours! 

But of course, no other beings were forging Dimensions within their Origins like Noah. 

HUUM! 



Waves of lustrous golden light permeated everything as 8 Pure Quintessential Kainos Natural Decretum 

Seeds burned. 

Noah was akin to a bystander in all this along with Eowyn as the unshackled Dimensional Ruler could 

help but reflect as she felt Providence around Noah go towards completion. 

<With you continuing to do things like this, it only convinces me more and more that your ridiculous 

goals might be feasible...> 

Devour the Realities and Dimensions while standing against beings that had lived for billions of years. 

It seemed far fetched for Lavalliere before when she also accounted for those outside of the Barren 

Lands, but with what Noah continued to do...it may just be possible! 

Because... 

<You have seen the way.> 

BOOM! 

Because prompts like these continued to come. 

<You have gained access to utilizing 100 Units of Absolute Providence Authority.> 

Within the same day that had yet to end, Noah added a second Fundamental Natural Law with full 

understanding to his tally. 

And its description was glorious! 

Fundamental Natural Law <Providence>:: A ruling authority that governs the absolute workings of 

Reality. Understanding it to completion means comprehending this aspect of Reality as you can easily 

influence it in an unimaginable manner. With the understanding of Providence, one can come to the 

realization that fortunes, destinies, Karma, and the Fate of all beings under the fabric of Reality are 

interconnected. Altering the fate of one can alter the fates of all, and a master of Providence will be 

capable of reading the weaving of this concept across all those under the fabric of Reality. Through 

Absolute Providence Authority, one can alter their own Providence or that of others, the changes being 

applicable across the spacetime continuum. The essence of Providence and its Fundamental Absolute 

Authority can also be infused into concepts, events, or existences to change or favor a more providential 

result. Current understanding of the Natural Law of Providence- 100%. Current Boosts granted to 

abilities infused with the Essence of Providence- 2,000% Augmentation to your own Providence Value, 

True Damage Values, True Defense Values, and True Vitality Values. In the event of a True Death, 

Absolute Providence Authority will automatically activate once in your lifetime to reverse your 

Providence and the very Fabric of Reality in order to achieve a different result. With a full understanding 

of this fundamental law, another one of the keys of Reality has been attained… 

...! 

A description that told many things. 

One of the most important ones was that the augmentation of the Fundamental Natural Law was at 

2,000%! 



This...was not because Providence was somehow greater than Manadynamics or any others. 

It was due to the Dream Dimension losing its role as an Anchor as not just the Fundamental Natural Law 

of Providence, but Manadynamics and all other Laws had their augmentations doubled! 

In the case of Entropy, its augmentations experienced even greater changes and elevation from what 

Noah could tell even though he didn't have this law completed. 

These changes in augmentations were great for Noah, but they were ridiculously stupendous for others 

as Noah's enemies were also getting that much stronger. 

Take Lilith for example. 

Noah had not yet ascertained how many Natural Laws she had integrated with- an action that likely 

brought even greater boosts to Nature Integration experts, but it meant that her augmentations to her 

already boss-like foundation were increased by the thousands if not tens of thousands as Noah could 

not estimate just where in the Quadrillions her Values would be! 

And the more pressing thing was that if Noah managed to fully devour another Dimension for a second 

time, Natural Laws would be made even more powerful as beings like Lilith would experience this 

exponential rise in strength once more! 

 


